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SWAN VALLEY PLANNING BILL 2020 
Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Ms R. Saffioti (Minister for Planning), and read a first time. 
Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Planning) [12.25 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 
I am very pleased to introduce legislation to the house that will provide planning certainty for the Swan Valley and 
ensure that the unique character of this very special region of our state is protected and enhanced for many years 
to come. From Guildford to Upper Swan, the Swan Valley spans approximately 71 square kilometres at the foot 
of the Darling Range. It is a place of significant Aboriginal cultural value and boasts more than 200 years of rich 
history in agriculture, viticulture and tourism. More than 7 000 people currently call the Swan Valley home. The 
region has more than 650 established family and Western Australian businesses, many with a great heritage of their 
own. Every year, the Swan Valley attracts some two million visitors looking to escape the city, explore the wineries 
and enjoy the serenity of its rural charm and a healthy dose of country air. 
It has been almost 10 years since the first attempt to reform the planning system in the Swan Valley. The McGowan 
government was elected on the promise of a review to hone planning laws for the region and ensure future land use 
and development that is sympathetic to the character of the Swan Valley. We wanted a consultative process to help 
shape a new reform strategy that considered all industries and aspects of the community. The late Hon John Kobelke 
commenced an independent, whole-of-government review of the Swan Valley in 2017. Our intention was to identify 
measures that would ensure the region would remain an attractive and thriving destination, offering the right balance 
of viticulture and agriculture, lifestyle and tourism, and rural charm and growth. In October last year, I released 
the “Swan Valley Action Plan: Protecting the Swan Valley’s Unique Character,” and I am very pleased to stand 
here today to present the new bill to Parliament. 
Over 700 Swan Valley residents, landowners, businesses and community groups provided feedback about their 
vision for the future and the identity of the region. We held a series of meetings and interviews, sought feedback 
on an initial survey, and released an interim report for public comment. We sought the views of grapegrowers, 
winemakers and the local equine industry; those who enjoy a rural lifestyle; those looking to conserve their cultural 
heritage; and those seeking to expand their business ventures. We also spoke to a broad range of key stakeholders, 
including the local government, key regulatory and service agencies, and current Swan Valley Planning Committee 
members. We asked about the right to farm, the importance of rural land use and the options and challenges of 
subdivision. We sought views on the future tourism potential of the region. We also asked about the adequacy of the 
current planning framework, the role of the Swan Valley Planning Committee, governance and the sustainability 
of water supply. All of the feedback was reviewed and consolidated to help inform an action plan—a way forward—
which I was very pleased to release in October 2019. 
The “Swan Valley Action Plan” identified four broad goals for a new legislative framework that would establish 
proper planning for the area: first, to create a sustainable, long-term vision for the Swan Valley; second, to provide 
certainty to landowners, residents and small businesses; third, to create a dedicated and streamlined planning 
framework for decision-making; and fourth, to support the character of the Swan Valley and pursue initiatives to 
address longstanding issues that will move the Swan Valley forward. This bill brings those four goals to reality. It 
will replace the Swan Valley Planning Act 1995, which has worked ineffectively to provide proper planning guidance 
for the region. It will also provide a modern planning framework for the Swan Valley and ensure that the right 
development is supported in this unique region of our state. 
This bill does not establish a separate statutory regime in its own right. However, it interfaces with the recently 
amended Planning and Development Act 2005 and seeks to establish a single planning authority for the Swan Valley, 
streamlining the current arrangement of three different planning regimes. Specifically, the bill sets five key objectives 
for the Swan Valley. It will repeal the existing Swan Valley Planning Act 1995 in its entirety and set a clear vision 
to guide land use planning and development in the Swan Valley region; establish a new Swan Valley strategic 
coordination group to advocate for and advise on a broad range of matters to benefit the Swan Valley; establish 
a Swan Valley statutory planning committee, replacing the existing committee and creating a single planning 
authority to assess development proposals for the Swan Valley; facilitate development and introduction of a bespoke 
Swan Valley planning scheme, which will be a single layer of planning control to replace the current three-tiered 
system that includes the City of Swan’s local planning scheme, the metropolitan region scheme and the Swan Valley 
planning area; and clarify the relationship between this legislative framework and the Planning and Development 
Act 2005, which is the state’s ordinary planning system. 
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Our vision for the Swan Valley is greater than planning and development. It is about protecting and sharing stories 
of the region, providing quality tourism experiences, and supporting the local agricultural economy. A new 
Swan Valley strategic leadership group of seven members will be established to advise and advocate for the region. 
The group will have an advisory role to the Minister for Planning across a broad range of matters, including 
protection of the Swan Valley as a productive rural area, and promotion and marketing of the region, which is 
known for its viticulture, horticulture, hospitality, hobby farming, and equestrian and recreational activities. The 
group of seven members, led by a presiding member, will be appointed by the Minister for Planning and selected 
for their practical knowledge or experience of the Swan Valley, or their capacity to appropriately represent the 
interests of Swan Valley businesses and residents. This group will undertake reviews and report to the state 
government as requested. Advice and feedback will be sought on any future scheme amendments and new or revised 
planning policies that may change the planning framework set for the Swan Valley. However, it is not intended 
that this group will provide advice on individual development proposals. 

The Swan Valley action plan proposed a number of recommendations in addition to the development of new 
legislation. Once established, it is my intention to assign the Swan Valley strategic leadership group with progressing 
options to rename suburbs in the Swan Valley; championing measures to support both agriculture and tourism in 
accordance with the guidelines set by this bill and the new Swan Valley planning scheme; improving the infrastructure 
for horses and equine uses and promoting efficient land management; and enhancing and protecting the cultural 
heritage and built heritage and recreation and landscape values of the Swan Valley. 

Although the Swan Valley strategic leadership group will focus on a broad range of matters and act in an advisory 
capacity to government, the state planning system requires a vehicle for the determination of planning and 
development matters within the Swan Valley. Given the uniqueness of the region and the complexity of industries 
and future growth opportunities, a new Swan Valley statutory planning committee will be established with modified 
membership that is representative of the Swan Valley. The nine-member committee, including representatives of 
the local government and the local community, will be a single planning authority functioning as a subcommittee 
of the Western Australian Planning Commission. The single planning authority will replace the existing statutory 
body and will have powers or duties delegated by the Western Australian Planning Commission, just as the statutory 
planning committee does. The committee will determine development proposals for the Swan Valley, ensuring 
that they are consistent with the provisions of a new planning scheme. 

In parallel with drafting new legislation, work has also progressed on developing a new planning scheme, which 
will come into effect with enactment of the Swan Valley Planning Bill 2020. The Swan Valley planning scheme 
will replace the metropolitan region scheme and the City of Swan local planning scheme 17 and will provide a single 
scheme for the Swan Valley. The scheme will refine existing rural areas, designate a priority agriculture zone and 
set in place a hierarchy of development that will place viticulture and horticulture as the most important. Tourism 
will be permissible if it is of an appropriate scale, ancillary to a rural use and avoids impacts to existing and potential 
farming operations on rural land. The new scheme will include new land-use zones and definitions, guide new 
ventures and encourage innovative proposals that preserve the Swan Valley’s historical and cultural heritage, while 
supporting viticulture, lifestyle and equine uses, and suitable food, beverage and local produce tourism. The creation 
of a bespoke planning scheme for the Swan Valley is one of the primary attributes of this bill, which will remove 
the duopoly of a local and regional scheme, and help streamline planning processes for landowners and businesses. 
Draft planning policies will be considered by the Western Australian Planning Commission and will be released 
for public consultation after the scheme comes into effect. 

The bill will also establish a “right to farm” principle. In other words, it will protect the Swan Valley as a productive 
rural area. It was important to the existing Swan Valley community to ensure that farming, viticulture and horticulture 
are not impeded as a result of maximising the tourism potential of the region, and that there is no conflict between 
the various land uses. Defined as “non-rural development”, it is intended that the new planning scheme will specify 
locations for such land uses so as to minimise the potential for nuisance claims as a result of noise, dust and other 
associated impacts of farming activities. Detailed provisions are included in the draft Swan Valley planning scheme. 
The provisions place emphasis on new non-rural developments, such as tourism and hospitality, to be designed 
and located so as to avoid potential impacts, such as spray drift, from the farming of rural land. 

The protection of the Swan Valley as a productive rural area includes discouraging subdivision of rural land to ensure 
a variety of lot sizes for a range of horticultural uses. Land identified for priority agriculture will not be considered 
for subdivision, with a few exceptions. We acknowledge that many long-term residents call the Swan Valley home 
and over generations the families have established grape-growing businesses on their properties. The new scheme 
includes a mechanism for those landowners to provide for subdivision that would enable the families to continue 
to reside on this land, while also ensuring the continuing of business activity. We want to encourage the retention 
of viticulture in the Swan Valley, as it is integral to the uniqueness of the region. 

The sustainability of the future water supply across the Swan Valley was a priority element of local community feedback. 
The McGowan government has been working to establish a water licensing regime specific to the Swan Valley, 
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which will be developed under existing provisions of the Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 as part of the 
Gnangara groundwater allocation plan. We hope to have a proposed regime available for consultation soon. 

The Swan Valley is without a doubt a popular tourist destination, but its unique rural character and contribution to 
agriculture also makes it a key attraction for locals and an important region of our state. The Swan Valley has some 
of the most well-established family businesses in Perth, boasts some of the most renowned wines and produce, and 
is home to thousands of residents and hobby farmers because of the rural lifestyle that the region offers. This bill will 
finally provide planning certainty, provide a streamlined decision-making process and support initiatives to protect 
the unique character of the Swan Valley, while also encouraging future growth. Community and stakeholder consultation 
has been pivotal to the development of a draft bill, with submissions received from many Swan Valley stakeholders, 
including government agencies, community and industry groups, businesses, rural lifestyle residents, grape growers 
and the equine industry. I want to briefly acknowledge the late Hon John Kobelke, who personally conducted many 
interviews with stakeholders and ensured that their concerns and views were captured. John played an instrumental 
role in getting us to having a draft bill. He understood the need for real community engagement, undertook his own 
research, and completed the review with good grace, diligence and a commitment to the public interest. 
In closing, the Swan Valley Planning Bill 2020 will benefit and protect the Swan Valley through the retention of 
the Swan Valley as an area of rural character and as a tourism icon; continuation of the historic grape-growing 
industry; promotion of appropriate tourism; promotion of equine land uses; provision of certainty to long-term 
landowners seeking subdivision; and consistent, simplified development assessment. The right growth and 
development of the Swan Valley will support the future viability of the region and ensure that it remains a favourite 
destination for weekend escapes and international tourists, while retaining its rural charm and character and 
continuing to make a valuable contribution to the state’s agricultural sector. I call upon all members to support the 
Swan Valley community and ensure that this unique region of our state benefits from a modern, streamlined 
planning system that will protect its unique character for many decades to come. 
I commend the bill to the house. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup. 
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